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Runway 1: 

1. Diane is wearing a long side slit tunic in black with striped black and white detailing around the 
collar.  So comfy and made of modal cotton  

Tunic $89.95 
High waist leggings in white $54.95, one size fits most 
Black and white necklace $42.95 

 
2. Ruth is wearing a statement top that says it all!  “Love is the Drug” 

Top $78.95 
White boyfriend cut denim by Liverpool, slightly distressed $89.00 
Lightweight marble-like necklace in matching black and white $38.95 

 
3. Jan is wearing a fun little dress that looks great with heels or flats!  They call this a CHA-CHA 

dress because  of the flattering ruffles 
Dress $94.95 
Silver necklace with black cord $28.95 

 
4. Linda is wearing this super cute zip up hoodie layered in floral print.  The piece underneath is 

striped in grey which compliments the grey of the hoodie.  So comfy and easy to wear! The little 
turquoise necklace is the perfect accent!   

Hoodie and top as shown $62.95 
White denim Lysse leggings – skinny fit to ankle $87.95 
Turquoise necklace $16.95 

 
5. Diane is wearing a dress that reminds me of Italy… loved the mix of prints and colors!  You can 

dress this piece up or down.  And if you’re cool at night pair it with this little lace cardigan that 
ties in front.  Black really anchors that color well.  Top it off with a statement white necklace that 
completes the outfit perfectly! 

Dress $68.95 
Lace cardigan $48.95 
White necklace $45.95 

 
6. Lisa is wearing a silk printed ruffle dress that comes in One Size.  The under piece is jersey knit 

which stretches a bunch… the over piece is a floral printed hand ripped silk which is so flattering 
over the top.  You will want to wear this to EVERY EVENT!  Available in many colors.  The 
necklace which accents this dress is a lariat that adjusts in length.  Wear it high on the neck or 
lower for the cascade effect.  Available in 4 different colors. 

Ruffle dress $82.95 
Lariat necklace $16.95 
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Runway 2: 

1. Diane is wearing a big SMOOCH lightweight Spring sweater in grey. Pleated in back for a unique 
design feature this sweater has a touch of cashmere.  Worn with the perfect hi waist little black 
jean. Stretch for comfort with zip and button closure and back pockets.  You will LOVE this 
denim.  Graphite lariat necklace with crystals cascading down the fringe.  

Spring sweater $94.95 
Black stretch jean $98 
Graphite lariat necklace $56.95 

 
2. Ruth is wearing a side gathered duster with a long back and short front top that makes a 

statement especially in mustard… love this top- unique. Worn with a little black skirt that is 
anything but ordinary.  The circle print is very subtle and is the perfect pair for this top.  Pull on 
style is so easy to wear.  The lobster claw necklace is just the right accent in gold and black. 

Duster $69.95 
Black skirt $74.95 
Gold and black necklace $46.95 

 
3. Jan is wearing a little strappy backed top in black.  The perfect piece to go over everything from 

jeans to skirts – just as easy to wear. It is paired with black and white floral print pants.  Wide leg 
styling is very flattering.  The inside piece fits close to the body while the chiffon print flows 
nicely over the top – so fun with t-shirts as well. Topped off with a mesh tube necklace – so light 
you won’t even know you’re wearing anything.  

Pants $109.95 
Mesh necklace $39.95 

 
4. Linda is wearing this gorgeous graphic print tunic by Softworks.  Under this snakeskin duster, 

odd combo but totally works with pattern mixing.  This look enhances your style and ability and 
the look is spot on.  Brown Reece style ankle leggings by Lysse are just the perfect neutral color 
to anchor the whole look.  Pull on styling gives you a flat front to work with.  The shiny gold 
circle necklace is just right. 

Tunic $88.95 
Snakeskin duster $54.95 
Gold necklace $22.95 

 
5. Diane is wearing a leather jacket accented with oversized zippers really says it all.  Worn 

underneath is a little cream color tee with a ruched waist.  Then add some black Liverpool jeans 
and you will have the perfect outfit for any occasion.  Double button and stretch makes these 
jeans very different.  A graphite blue stone necklace is just the right accent.  

Jacket $128.95 
Cream tee $39.95 
Liverpool jeans $98.00 
Stone necklace $52.95 

 
6. Lisa is wearing a little black cami (which everyone already owns). Under a popcorn textured 

fabric in mustard.  This poncho is so easy to wear you will want it in all 4 colors!  Paired with a 
graphic floral print palazzo pants, these little numbers just slide right on your body and make  
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Runway 2 Continued 
 
you feel  like a million dollars (elastic waist).two different necklaces adorn this poncho.  Short 
version in a golden triangle.  The long-charmed version of the necklace is in silver. 

Poncho $37.95 
Palazzo pants $75.95 
Shorter golden triangle necklace $49.95 
Long charmed version of the necklace in silver $52.95 

 
 
Runway 3: 

1. Diane is wearing a dual layer top, stretch jersey knit under piece with a graphic black and white 
print poncho over top.  All attached and so cute!  Bali makes a great pant.  These are no 
exception in black with gathered buttons on the bottom.  Pull on, flat front and very comfy these 
will be your fav!!  Graphic black and white adjustable necklace is just so FUN! 

Poncho $82.85 
Bali pant $68.95 
Black and white necklace $42.95 

 
2. Ruth is wearing this cropped top by Patricia Luca in blue and yellow print.  So flattering with 

wrist tied sleeves and just a little longer in back. Paired with the perfect pants – Lysse is just 
PERFECT.  This little denim pair is slightly cropped with a split in front to show your fabulous 
shoes.  Pull on fit is just right for every body type.  This blue patterned Lucite necklace is the 
perfect accent for this outfit.  Adjustable and lightweight to wear. 

Top $69.95 
Lysse pants $98.95 
Blue necklace $32.95 

 
3. Jan is wearing a mixed print top that gathers in front for a very flattering fit.  It just screams 

spring with the colorful roses on top the stripe print.  Just FUN!  Worn over the top of a great 
pair of jeans.  LIVERPOOL!  Black in color with a classic skinny fit and a frayed edge on the 
bottom, you will love this denim.  The statement necklace that is worn with this ensemble is 
pieces of marble spaced with silver bars- so UNUSUAL AND BEAUTFUL- sure to get some 
compliments.  

Top $36.95 
Liverpool jeans $98.00 
Marble and silver necklace $48.95 

 
4. Linda is wearing a summer dress by Neesha that’s so modern and clean.  Over the top is a 

cropped cardigan in black with ruching down the back for a dazzling effect.  This equally dazzling 
necklace with a pop of red is a match made in heaven. 

Dress $66.95 
Cropped cardigan $66.95 
Necklace with pop of red $46.95 
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Runway 3 Continued 
 

5. Diane is wearing an adorable athleisure wear outfit in black.  Using zippers as accents takes it 
from only exercise to wearing it around town.  It’s so comfy and breathable in Viscose – you 
won’t want to take it off!  Cute little polka dot shirt underneath and you have an outfit to be 
proud of! Neutral color beaded necklace to add a pop to all the black. 

Pants in black $82.95 
Jacket in black $89.95 
Polka dot top $79.95 
Neutral necklace $28.95 

 
6. Lisa is wearing Abby skinny jeans by Liverpool in a dark wash denim.  Over the top is a fun 

paisley print turquoise topper.  Put this cute little leather enhanced necklace on top and you 
have an outfit ready for girl’s night out!   

Abby skinny jeans $89.00 
Turquoise top $74.95 
Leather necklace $29.95 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


